To remove the Limit Switch Deutsch Connector from the Bracket, slide a flat screwdriver in between the two pieces at the female end. Slightly pry the two apart (rotating the screwdriver slightly will also work) while pushing the back of the Deutsch Connector off the Bracket.

To replace the Limit Switch on the monitor:
- **Style 3440 DeckMaster**
  - Loosen the screw on the clamp and pull the Limit Switch out and replace.
- **Style 3578 StreamMaster**
  - Unscrew the Limit Switch Housing from the Monitor and replace.
- **Style 3463 FireFox**
  - **Elevation:** Unscrew the Limit Switch Housing from the Monitor and replace.
  - **Rotation:** Remove the Silicone Sealant from the opening of the hole, remove the small Rubber Ball. Pull out the Limit Switch and replace.
  - Add the Rubber Ball into the hole and add a Silicone Sealant over the hole to seal the hole.
- **Style 3350 TuckAway**
  - Remove the Silicone Sealant from the opening of the hole. Remove the small Rubber Ball. Pull out the Limit Switch and replace. Add the Rubber Ball into the hole and add a Silicone Sealant over the hole to seal the hole.
WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER: We warrant Akron Brass products for a period of five (5) years after purchase against defects in materials or workmanship. Akron Brass will repair or replace product which fails to satisfy this warranty. Repair or replacement shall be at the discretion of Akron Brass. Products must be promptly returned to Akron Brass for warranty service.

We will not be responsible for: wear and tear; any improper installation, use, maintenance or storage; negligence of the owner or user; repair or modification after delivery; damage; failure to follow our instructions or recommendations; or anything else beyond our control. WE MAKE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OTHER THAN THOSE INCLUDED IN THIS WARRANTY STATEMENT, AND WE DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further, we will not be responsible for any consequential, incidental or indirect damages (including, but not limited to, any loss of profits) from any cause whatsoever. No person has authority to change this warranty.